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ABSTRACT 

Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of chromosomal regions bearing tumor suppressors is a key event 

in the evolution of epithelial and mesenchymal tumors. Identification of these regions usually 

relies on genotyping tumor and counterpart normal DNA and noting regions where heterozygous 

alleles in the normal become homozygous in the tumor. However, paired normal samples for 

tumors and cell lines are often not available. With the advent of oligonucleotide arrays that 

simultaneously assay thousands of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers, genotyping 

can now be done at high enough resolution to allow identification of LOH events by the absence 

of heterozygous loci, without comparison to normal controls. Here we describe a Hidden Markov 

Model based method to identify LOH from unpaired tumor samples, taking into account SNP 

intermarker distances, SNP-specific heterozygosity rates, and the haplotype structure of the 

human genome. When we applied the method to data genotyped on 100K arrays, we correctly 

identified 99% of SNP markers as either retention or loss. We also correctly identified 81% of 

the regions of LOH, including 98% of regions greater than 3 Mb. By integrating copy number 

analysis into the method, we were able to distinguish LOH from allelic imbalance. Application 

of this method to data from a set of prostate samples without paired normals identified known 

regions of prevalent LOH. We have developed a method for analyzing high-density 

oligonucleotide SNP array data to accurately identify of regions of LOH and retention in tumors 

without the need for paired normal samples.  
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
 
A key event in the generation of many cancers is loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of chromosomal 

regions containing tumor suppressor genes, whereby one parent’s version of the tumor 

suppressor is lost.  As we develop a greater understanding of the molecular mechanisms that 

generate different cancers, a description of the LOH events underlying these cancers is forming 

an important part of their classification.  Generally, detection of loss of heterozygosity relies on 

comparison of the tumor’s genome to the normal genome of the individual.  Unfortunately, for 

many tumors, including most experimental models of cancer, the normal genome is not available.  

Therefore, we have developed a Hidden Markov Model-based method that evaluates the 

probability of LOH at all sites throughout the genome, based on high-resolution genotyping of 

only the tumor.  We are able to achieve high levels of accuracy, specifically by taking into 

account the haplotype block structure of the genome.  Application of this method to a set of 34 

prostate cancer samples identifies the locations of known and suspected tumor suppressor genes 

being targeted by LOH. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) refers to change from a state of heterozygosity in a normal 

genome to a homozygous state in a paired tumor genome. LOH is most often regarded as a 

mechanism for disabling tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) during the course of oncogenesis [1,2]. 

Although LOH is often thought to result from copy-loss events such as hemizygous deletions, a 

large proportion of LOH results from copy-neutral events such as chromosomal duplications 

[3,4]. Analyzing LOH data across multiple tumor samples can point to loci harboring TSGs or 

identify subtypes of tumors with different somatic genetic profiles [5,6].  

 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most common genetic variation in the human 

genome and can be used to search for germline genetic contributions to disease. To that end, 

oligonucleotide SNP arrays have been developed to simultaneously genotype thousands of SNP 

markers across the human genome [7-9]. The density, distribution, and allele specificity of SNPs 

makes them attractive for high-resolution analyses of LOH and copy number alterations in 

cancer genomes [3,6,10-15]. 

 

Traditionally, LOH analyses require the comparison of the genotypes of the tumor and its normal 

germline counterpart. However, for cell lines, xenograft, leukemia and archival samples, paired 

normal DNA is often unavailable. Current generations of SNP arrays provide high enough 

marker density to make it feasible to identify regions of LOH by the absence of heterozygous 

loci (which we call inferred LOH), rather than by comparison to the paired normal. For example, 

the homozygosity mapping of deletions (HOMOD) method was developed to use highly 

polymorphic microsatellite markers to identify regions of hemizygous deletion in unpaired tumor 
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cell lines [16], and a simple method of inferring LOH using the product of the probability of 

homozygosity in neighboring SNPs was able to identify 80% of LOH in 10K SNP array data 

from one sample [3,17]. SNP markers are less polymorphic than microsatellite markers, however, 

and the haplotype structure may render closely located SNP dependent in their genotype calls. 

We hypothesized that a method that infers LOH with high accuracy would have to account for 

not only the varied heterozygosity rates of SNP markers, but also their varied intermarker 

distances, as well as genotyping errors and the interdependence of SNP alleles based on the 

haplotype structure of the genome. 

 

We approached this problem by developing a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to infer LOH. 

HMMs are appropriate for inferring the unobserved underlying states that give rise to an 

observed chain of data, using multiple sources of information. They have been used to model 

biological data in diverse applications such as sequence analysis [18-20], linkage studies [21,22] 

and array comparative genomic hybridization [15,23]. SNP genotypes along a chromosome are 

chain-like and thus suitable for HMM analysis. The model we developed incorporates SNP 

intermarker distances, SNP-specific heterozygosity rates, and genotyping error rate. We show 

that it accurately identifies regions of LOH in unpaired tumors.  We find that when genotyping 

data is obtained at very high densities (100,000 markers across the genome), regions of false 

LOH are identified unless the haplotype block structure of the genome is taken into account and 

used to modify the HMM accordingly. Integrating copy number analysis allows the distinction of 

LOH from allelic imbalance. Application of this method to data from prostate cell lines, 

xenografts, and metastases lacking paired normals identifies known regions of prevalent LOH, 

containing known and putative TSGs.  
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RESULTS 

A basic HMM for inferring LOH from unpaired tumor samples 

The components of a HMM are the unobserved states, the observed measurements, the emission 

probabilities connecting these two, the transition probabilities between the unobserved states, 

and the initial probabilities of the states at the beginning of the chain (Figure 1). To infer LOH in 

unpaired tumor samples, we implemented a HMM with two unobserved states: loss (LOSS) and 

retention (RET) and the observed genotypes, reduced to homozygous (Hom; AA or BB), 

heterozygous (Het; AB), and “No Call”. We conceptualize that the observed genotypes are 

generated by the unobserved LOH states according to the emission probabilities of the HMM.  

 

Emission probabilities. For a SNP under the RET state, we observe Het calls with a probability 

equal to the heterozygosity rate of each SNP, which we estimated from normal samples (see 

Methods). For a SNP under the LOSS state, we always observe a Hom call unless a genotyping 

or SNP mapping error has occurred. Since genotyping errors occur at a rate < 0.01 [7], we set the 

emission probability of a Het call under the LOSS state to 0.01. The emission probability of the 

Hom call at a SNP is 1 minus the emission probability of the Het call at the SNP. A SNP with 

“No Call” could have had either an unobserved Hom or Het call, and is therefore emitted with a 

probability of 1 regardless of its underlying LOH state. As a result, a “No Call” does not bias the 

inference towards either LOSS or RET.  

 

Initial probabilities. These probabilities (denoted by 0(RET)P  and 0(LOSS)P  = 1 − 0(RET)P ) 

specify the probabilities of RET and LOSS for the p-terminal marker on a chromosome. They 
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also specify the probabilities of the RET and LOSS states for any marker, if no other information 

exists for that marker. Assuming Het markers are observed in regions of LOSS only as a result of 

genotyping or mapping errors, the observed proportion of Het markers in a tumor sample is 

( 0(RET)P *Average heterozygosity rate + 0(LOSS)P * SNP error rate). As the SNP error rate is 

small the 2nd term can be omitted. Therefore we estimate 0(RET)P by dividing the proportion of 

Het markers by the average heterozygosity rate of SNPs in the population.  

 

Transition probabilities. These probabilities describe the dependence between the LOH states of 

adjacent markers. For any two adjacent SNP markers, we first define θ as the probability that the 

state of the first marker does not inform the state of the second (i.e. that the LOH state of the 2nd 

marker is distributed according to the Initial LOH state probabilities).  Empirically, nearby 

markers tend to have the same LOSS or RET state, while distant markers do not. To capture this 

observation we calculate θ using an increasing function 2(1 )deθ −= − , where d is the physical 

distance (in the unit of 100 megabases (Mb) ~= 1 Morgan) between the two adjacent SNP 

markers. With probability 1 − θ, the two markers have the same LOH state. Therefore, the 

marker-specific transition probabilities of the 2nd marker being LOSS given the LOH state of the 

1st marker are:  

0(LOSS | LOSS) (LOSS) (1 )P Pθ θ= ⋅ + −  and 0(LOSS | RET) (LOSS)P Pθ= ⋅  (Equation 1) 

The probability of RET at the 2nd marker is 1 minus these two probabilities. This transition 

probability model is the same as those used in the “Instability-Selection” model for LOH 

analysis [24,25], and is reminiscent of Haldane’s map function in linkage analysis [22]. We used 

a fixed scaling of d, instead of estimating it as in the “Instability-Selection” model, but this does 

not affect the method performance (see below). In addition, the empirical transition frequencies 
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estimated from observed LOH calls in paired normal and tumor samples agreed well with the 

transition probabilities estimated by this model (Figure 2).  

 

Inferring LOH states. The HMM and these emission, initial, and transition probabilities specify 

the joint probability of the observed SNP genotypes and the unobserved LOH states in one 

chromosome of a sample. We applied the Forward-Backward algorithm [20] separately to each 

chromosome of each sample to obtain the LOSS probability for each SNP given all the genotype 

data on the chromosome. Alternatively, the Viterbi algorithm can be used; we found this gave 

similar LOH calls in 98.8% of SNPs (data not shown). LOSS and RET calls were made using the 

least stringent threshold: LOSS if the SNP has a probability of LOSS greater than 0.5 and RET 

otherwise. 

 

An alternative inference method for HMM is the Baum-Welch algorithm [20], which estimates 

the model parameters together with unobserved LOH states by an iterative procedure. We chose 

not to use this algorithm as there are many parameters in the model (e.g. the transition 

probabilities depend both on the LOH states and on the distance between adjacent markers), but 

relatively few data points at each SNP position to estimate these parameters. This could lead the 

Baum-Welch algorithm to converge to local maxima when estimating optimal model parameters. 

Instead, we set biologically reasonable model parameters as above, with smooth transition 

probabilities that agree with the observed data (Figure 2). In addition, we show that the model 

inference accuracy is robust to the specified parameters in the initial, emission, and transition 

probabilities (see below). 
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The performance of the basic HMM. We compared tumor-only inferred LOH to the observed 

LOH calls determined by paired analysis of tumor and normal genotypes, using 10K SNP array 

data from autosomes of 14 lung and breast cancer and EBV-transformed normal cell line pairs  

[15] (Figure 3A). Here, 17,511 of 17,922 markers observed as LOSS in tumor/normal pairs were 

called LOSS in unpaired tumors by the HMM (for a sensitivity of 97.7%), and 15,962 of 16,364 

markers that were observed as RET in tumor/normal pairs were called RET in unpaired tumors 

(for a specificity of 97.5%) (Supplemental Table 1A).  

 

This initial analysis does not, however, account for the SNPs that are homozygous in both tumor 

and the paired normal, and thus are noninformative.  A string of such homozygous SNPs may be 

falsely called LOSS in the HMM analyses of unpaired tumors, but not accounted for in the above 

comparison of observed and inferred LOH states (the red arrows in Figure 3A point to two 

examples). To estimate the extent of such potentially falsely inferred LOH, we assigned an LOH 

state (LOSS or RET) to those noninformative markers for which the first informative marker on 

either side had the same LOH state. For example, a noninformative marker would be assigned a 

LOSS state if the nearest flanking informative markers were both in the LOSS state. In this 

analysis, the noninformative makers assigned a RET state were falsely inferred as LOSS at a rate 

of 6.8% (10K array) (Supplemental Table 1A). Not surprisingly, false inferences of RET were 

rare, occurring at a rate of 0.3%. Taking into account the noninformative markers in this way, the 

overall sensitivity remained high at 99.1%, but the specificity dropped to 94.3%. As an 

alternative approach to the use of flanking markers, we also inferred the LOH states of 

uninformative markers through the application of an HMM to the paired tumor/normal data, with 

nearly identical results (Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Table 2). 
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Linkage disequilibrium attenuates the performance of the basic HMM at high SNP density 

With these methods in place, we next applied the basic HMM to 100K SNP array data from 2 

prostate cancers and 2 lung cancer cell lines along with paired normal DNA, which were not 

included in the 10K dataset.  Here, the number of noninformative regions inferred as LOSS 

increased significantly (Figure 3B). When noninformative marker status was assigned as above, 

many of these regions were deemed false regions of LOSS, and the specificity of the HMM 

decreased to 92.4% (Supplemental Table 1B).  Furthermore, when 100K SNP array data derived 

from normal samples alone were analyzed,  the basic HMM identified multiple regions of LOH 

that by definition are false (Figure 4A). We found that this occurred because, at high SNP 

densities regions of linkage disequilibrium (LD) are probed multiple times, resulting in strings of 

homozygous SNPs. Specifically, if both parental chromosomes share the same haplotype, an 

extended stretch of homozygous genotypes will result. Therefore the assumption, inherent in the 

basic HMM, of independence between allele calls of adjacent or nearby SNPs becomes 

erroneous, leading to false inferences of LOH. An example is shown in Figure 4B, where the 

examination of an area of false LOH reveals the presence of a region of LD (dashed red box; also 

identified in the HapMap Project, www.hapmap.org). 

 

HMM and haplotype correction that incorporate LD information  

As indicated above, within a region of LD, the observed genotype of any marker depends not 

only on the underlying LOH state, but also on the genotypes of the adjacent markers (i.e. the two 

markers are dependent in genotype, indicated by the broken arrows in Figure 1). Here we 
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account for many of these LD-induced SNP dependencies using an extension of the basic HMM 

(referred to herein as the Linkage Disequilibrium HMM or LD-HMM). 

 

Expanded states and emission probabilities. We use the same observed Het and Hom genotypes 

of the tumor sample as in the basic HMM, but expand the unobserved LOH states for a SNP 

marker from the previous two states (LOSS or RET) to four states: Homozygous Loss (Hom 

LOSS), Heterozygous Loss (Het LOSS), Homozygous Retention (Hom RET) and Heterozygous 

Retention (Het RET). Here Hom and Het represent the SNP marker’s genotype in the 

unobserved normal sample. For example, “Hom LOSS” represents that the SNP is homozygous 

in normal and LOH in tumor. The state “Hom LOSS”, “Het LOSS” and “Hom RET” will result 

in homozygous genotype calls in the tumor unless genotyping or mapping error occurs, so the 

emission probability of the Hom genotype from these three states is set to (1 – SNP error rate). 

The state “Het RET” will result in a heterozygous SNP call in the tumor unless a genotyping or 

mapping error happens, so the emission probability of the Hom genotype from this state is set to 

the SNP error rate. The emission probability of the Het genotype is 1 minus that of the Hom 

genotype. 

 

Transition probabilities. The transition probabilities now reflect both the probability of a state 

change from RET to LOSS (LOH state), and a state change from Het to Hom (genotype state). 

We estimated genotype dependencies as the probability, for each SNP marker, of the next 

adjacent SNP marker towards q-arm being Hom (or Het), given the current SNP marker being 

Hom (or Het), in a reference set of normal samples (see Methods). We denoted these conditional 

probabilities for SNP i by 1 iP( Hom| Hom)iU U+ = =  and 1 iP( Het| Het)iU U+ = = . 
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1 iP( Het| Hom)iU U+ = =  and 1 iP( Hom| Het)iU U+ = =  are 1 minus the previous two probabilities 

respectively. When there were not enough data to estimate these probabilities at a marker, the 

SNP-specific heterozygosity rate was estimated from the reference set and used as the 

unconditional probabilities [e.g., replacing 1P( Het| Hom)i iU U+ = =  by Het)P( 1 =+iU , the 

heterozygosity rate of marker i+1]. Next, we built the transition probabilities by combining the 

above genotype dependence probabilities with the probability of an LOH state change. We 

denote the underlying LOH state of marker i by iiVU  where iU  is either Hom or Het and iV  is 

either LOSS or RET. Suppose the current SNP i is in the “Hom LOSS” state while the next SNP 

i+1 is in the “Het RET” state. For this to happen two independent events must occur: a 

homozygous genotype is followed by a heterozygous genotype in the normal with the probability 

1P( Het| Hom)i iU U+ = = estimated as above, and the LOH state changes from LOSS to RET in 

the tumor with the probability )LOSS|RET( 1 ==+ ii VVP as specified in the transition probability 

of the basic HMM. The transition probability from “Hom LOSS” to “Het RET” is then the 

product of these two probabilities. In general, the transition probability of going from LOH state 

iiVU  to 11 ++ ii VU  is )|()|()|( 1111 iiiiiiii VVPUUPVUVUP ++++ = .  

 

Inferring LOH states. With the addition of the initial probabilities (which are the same as the 

basic HMM), the HMM parameters were fully specified and the Forward-Backward algorithm 

was used to obtain the probability of the LOH state being LOSS (either “Hom LOSS” or “Het 

LOSS”) for every SNP, given all the observed SNP calls along one chromosome of a tumor 

sample.  Application of the LD-HMM to the 100K dataset of normals, in place of the basic 

HMM, reduced the frequency of loss calls from 4.7% to 1.5% of markers (Figure 4C). Likewise, 

application of the LD-HMM to the 100K training dataset improved the specificity of LOSS calls 
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from 92.2% to 97.4%, while only decreasing the sensitivity from 99.8% to 99.6% (Supplemental 

Table 1).  

 

Empirical haplotype correction. We posited that the remaining regions of falsely inferred LOH 

resulted from three specific deficiencies of the LD-HMM. First, regions of LD might be present 

in a relatively small subset of patients [26]. Across the population as a whole, the genotypes of 

the neighboring SNPs within these LD regions correlate only weakly, and thus are not taken into 

account by the LD-HMM. Second, LD may happen between markers that are not immediately 

adjacent.  Finally, in the LD-HMM, the dependency information among SNPs are estimated for 

the reduced genotype calls (Hom/Het) rather than from real genotypes. To try to address these 

concerns we also developed an empirical haplotype correction method, in which we applied a 

computational correction to the inferred LOH regions from either the basic or LD-HMMs (herein 

referred to as HC-HMM and HC/LD-HMM, for the haplotype-corrected versions of the basic 

and LD-HMMs). For every putative LOH region called by HMM (LOH probability > 0.5 for all 

the SNP markers in the region but ≤ 0.5 for the SNPs at the boundaries of the region; containing 

mostly Hom SNP genotypes), we determine whether over 95% of the homozygous markers in 

this region in an unrelated normal reference sample are genotypically identical to the LOH 

region of the tumor sample. If this is the case, then the tumor sample is likely to share its 

haplotype structure with the reference sample in this region. Thus, homozygosity is likely due to 

LD rather than LOH, and the region is removed by setting the LOH probability of all the SNPs in 

the region to the LOH probability of the SNP marker just outside the bottom boundary of the 

region. This haplotype correction further improved specificity over the LD-HMM, in both the 
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training 10K and 100K datasets, without significant loss of sensitivity (Figure 3, Supplemental 

Tables 1A and B). 

 

The HC/LD-HMM infers LOH with high accuracy in a 100K validation dataset 

To validate these results, we extended the analysis to a set of 100K data obtained from 2 lung 

cancer cell lines and 6 gliomas with paired normals, that had not been used in any of our prior 

analyses.  Here, the sensitivity and specificity of the HC/LD-HMM were 98.7% and 99.3% 

respectively (Table 1 and Supplemental Table 1C). Compared to the basic HMM, the HC/LD-

HMM led a greater than 8-fold reduction of potentially false LOH inferred at noninformative 

markers in the 100K data, but remained highly sensitive for real LOH events. Interestingly, once 

the haplotype block structure of the human genome is taken into account, the performance of 

HMM-based inferred LOH is better for 100K data than 10K data, presumably due to the denser 

SNP coverage of the 100K array.  

 

Effect of ethnicity 

Given the importance of taking into account haplotype block structure, which is known to vary 

between ethnic groups [26], we sought to delineate the effect of mismatching the ethnicities of 

tumor and reference samples. To that end, we replaced the CEPH set of 60 Caucasian reference 

samples with, in turn, a JHC set of 89 East Asian samples and a YOR set of 60 African [27], and 

retested the basic HMM against our training set of tumor samples (Supplemental Table 3A). In 

each case, the sensitivity of the method remained almost unchanged, but the specificity dropped 

somewhat: from 97.4% in the case of the appropriately matched CEPH samples, to 97.0% and 

93.8% in the cases of the JHC and YOR samples, respectively. The LD-HMM relies on estimates 
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of genotyping dependencies between neighboring SNPs, which in turn are determined by the size 

of regions of linkage disequilibrium in the reference datasets.  Therefore, the similarity between 

results using the CEPH and JHC samples may reflect the similar size of regions of linkage 

disequilibrium in the two groups, whereas the poorer specificities using the YOR samples as a 

reference may be due to the much smaller regions of linkage disequilibrium in that group [27]. 

 

Conversely, the haplotype correction method relies on the ability to match specific haplotypes 

present in the tumors to those same haplotypes in the reference set.  One might expect, therefore, 

that use of the JHC samples as the reference set for haplotype correction would result in poorer 

specificity than use of a Caucasian reference set.  That is in fact the case, with the specificity of 

the HC/LD-HMM rising to only 98.3% when JHC samples were used for the haplotype 

correction, rather than the 99.0% when Caucasian samples were used (Supplemental Table 3B). 

 

LOH inference is robust to model parameter specifications 

The methods described above rely on the empirical estimates of a number of the parameters used 

in the initial, emission, and transition probabilities of the HMM. To assess whether the tumor-

only inference methods were unduly influenced by these estimates, we tested the performance of 

the basic and LD-HMMs as we varied these parameters. Specifically, the accuracy of the model 

results, as judged against observed LOH in the paired tumor/normal data, changed by less than 

0.3% as the SNP error rate was varied from 0.1% to 1% (10K array). Moreover, when the SNP-

specific heterozygosity rates were replaced by an average heterozygosity rate, that was varied 

from 0.1 to 0.5 (10K array) or from 0.1 to 0.27 (100K array), the accuracy of the model results 

changed by less than 5% and 0.5% respectively. Likewise, use of 60 versus 89 reference samples 
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(from the JHC reference set) affected model accuracy by less than 0.1%. We also found that 

varying the scaling factor d from 50 Mb to 200 Mb changed the LOH inferences of only 2% of 

SNP markers. These results suggest that the basic and LD-HMMs should be able to provide 

accurate LOH inferences in datasets that have different error rates, heterozygosity rates, or LOH-

retention transition frequencies from the sample sets presented here, and that the set of reference 

samples used for determination of allele frequencies and dependencies need not be larger than 60 

individuals. 

 

Why an HMM? 

If the HMM is robust to parameter specifications, the question naturally arises, Why institute an 

HMM-based approach that requires these parameters, rather than a more simplistic approach? 

The most obvious simple approach is to calculate, for all n and in the reference set of normal 

samples, the probability with which a window of n homozygous SNPs occurs. Using this, one 

could determine a threshold number t: if a tumor contained a string of more than t homozygous 

SNPs, that region is likely to be suffering LOH. 

 

We applied such an approach (called NumHom) to our training set of 100K data, and found that 

it does not match the specificity of the HC/LD-HMM for thresholds at which reasonable 

sensitivities are reached (Supplemental Table 4). Inspection of the data (Supplemental Figure) 

reveals that, as with the basic HMM described above, much of this lack of specificity occurs due 

to unexpectedly long stretches of homozygous SNPs in particular regions, due to linkage 

disequilibrium. Therefore, we applied the haplotype correction method (described above) to the 

output of the NumHom method, to remove those regions of putative LOH that matched the 
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genotypes of equivalent regions in our reference normal dataset. As expected, specificities 

increased markedly (Supplemental Table 4), but at the cost of unacceptable decreases in 

sensitivity. Again, inspection of the data (Supplemental Figure) revealed the reason: large 

regions of LOH were divided into subregions by the NumHom method, due to occasional 

intervening heterozygous SNPs. Those subregions often match genotypically their counterparts 

in the reference dataset, and are incorrectly removed. Conversely, the HC/LD-HMM allows for 

occasional heterozygous SNPs (representing genotyping errors, possibly exacerbated in some 

tumor samples by small amounts of contamination with normal cells) within large regions of 

LOH. As these large regions of LOH are not split into subregions by the HC/LD-HMM 

(Supplemental Figure), the haplotype correction is applied to the overarching large region of 

LOH, which is retained. 

 

The value of this HMM-based approach appears to be that it can straightforwardly integrate 

multiple sources of information, including SNP-specific heterozygosity rates, haplotype block 

structure, and genotyping error rates, to generate a local probability of LOH. It appears that each 

of these sources of information is necessary to obtain the highest sensitivity and specificity. 

Undoubtedly, other approaches may be devised to integrate these sources of information, but 

such approaches are likely to have a similar complexity to the HMM-based methods. 

 

Resolution of the HC/LD-HMM 

The above analyses suggest that the HMM-based methods are robust for inferring LOH on a per 

marker basis. We next asked whether the HC/LD-HMM was equally effective in detecting 

regions of LOH and whether detection of such regions was influenced by their size. To this end, 
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we compared the ability of the tumor-only LOH analysis to identify LOH regions observed from 

comparing paired normal and tumor samples (Table 2). Here, we define a LOH region in the 

paired analysis as containing at least three LOH markers with any number of intervening 

noninformative markers, and with boundaries defined in each direction by 2 consecutive 

retention markers. We considered such a region to have been “identified” by the tumor-only 

method, if that method inferred a probability of LOH > 0.5 for more than 90% of the SNP 

markers in the region. In the 100K datasets (both training and validation), the majority of regions 

of LOH observed in paired tumor/normal analysis are >3 Mb or are covered by at least 100 SNP 

markers, and >95% of these regions were identified using the unpaired analysis.  Not 

surprisingly, smaller regions of LOH were detected less frequently.  Overall, 80.8% of the 

regions of LOH identified in tumor/normal pairs were also identified in unmatched tumors in the 

100K SNP data (Table 2). A similar analysis of the 10K data suggests higher sensitivity for 

smaller regions, apparently due to fewer such regions being identified by the tumor/normal 

paired analysis (Supplemental Table 5). 

 

Integrating with copy number analysis to distinguish allelic imbalance 

As mentioned in the introduction, LOH arises due to complete loss of one allele through 

hemizygous deletion (copy loss) or through gene duplication (copy neutral). On the other hand, 

heterozygous loci can erroneously be assigned a homozygous genotype in settings of allele 

specific amplification (allelic imbalance).  This will occur whether or not LOH is determined 

using paired normals, and may present paradoxical results, with recurrently amplified oncogenes 

seen as potential TSGs.  To address this issue we determined the copy number at each SNP locus 

using the probe level signal intensity data [15] and correlated the results with the LOH analysis. 
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We found that among the observed LOH from normal/tumor pairs or the inferred LOH from 

unpaired tumors (using the basic HMM), about 70% of SNPs have copy number 2 (copy neutral 

LOH), 20% have copy number 1 (copy loss LOH), and 10% have copy number 3 or above 

(amplification with possible allelic imbalance) (Figure 5). In contrast, among SNPs with 

observed retention from normal/tumor pairs or inferred retention from unpaired tumors, a lower 

percentage of markers have copy loss, and a higher percentage have amplifications (Figure 5). 

The combined LOH and copy number analysis can thus distinguish true LOH from those caused 

by amplification or allelic imbalance, which can be excluded from downstream LOH analysis. In 

addition, the copy number analysis can be used to distinguish LOH events caused by copy 

neutral gene conversion and copy number loss (Figure 5) [10,15].  In short, the vast majority of 

the regions of LOH detected using SNP arrays either by paired or unpaired analysis arises from 

copy neutral or copy loss events. Interestingly, the high frequency of copy-neutral LOH observed 

in these samples and others [3] suggests that LOH and copy number analyses provide 

independent sets of information pointing to TSGs. 

 

Common LOH regions in a set of prostate cancer samples 

Models of human cancer including xenografts and cell lines rarely are accompanied by paired 

normal samples.  The utility of such models may be enhanced if we can ascertain the patterns of 

LOH in such models and relate them to those seen in actual human tumors. To this end, we next 

asked whether the HC/LD-HMM could detect regions of common LOH using 11K SNP array 

data from 34 prostate cell lines, xenografts, and metastases where the corresponding normal 

DNA was unavailable (Beroukhim et al, in preparation). We first scored each SNP by averaging 

the probability of LOH over all 34 samples (Figure 6, blue curves). The regions with the highest 
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average probability of LOH correspond to known regions of frequent LOH, with several known 

and postulated TSGs lying in or near the regions with peak LOH scores (Figure 6, Supplemental 

Table 6). These data suggest that the tumor-only LOH and copy number inference can be used to 

detect regions of true LOH where paired samples are not available. 

 
DISCUSSION 

We have developed an HMM-based method to infer the probability of LOH events from tumor 

samples without matched normals. The method utilizes several sources of information, including 

intermarker distances, SNP genotyping and mapping error rates, and haplotype information. 

LOH inferences using only tumor samples agree well with LOH patterns determined by analysis 

of tumor/normal pairs in two different array types (10K and 100K), three different tissue types 

(lung, glioma, and prostate), and in both cell lines and tumors, in test and in validation datasets. 

The inferences are robust to model parameter specifications. LOH is resolved to about 3 Mb or 

100 SNPs in 100K array data. This method makes it feasible to use SNP array technology to map 

LOH in tumor samples for which normal DNA is unavailable.  Given that genotyping paired 

normals samples constitutes up to half the cost of LOH mapping experiments, this method also 

makes it feasible to perform these experiments at a much lower cost per sample, at the expense 

of slightly reduced accuracy. 

 

One advantage of a model-based approach over the existing tumor-only LOH inference methods 

[3,16] is its extensibility. The basic HMM was developed using average heterozygosity rates, but 

readily extended it to incorporate the SNP-specific heterozygosity rates and haplotype 

information as they became available. In addition, rather than making definitive calls the 

algorithm infers the probability of LOH at each marker of a sample.  This SNP specific 
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probability can then be used in further downstream analyses, such as identifying regions of 

shared LOH and sample clustering [5,24,28]. For example, a high probability of LOH across 

many samples can indicate potential TSGs (Figure 6).  The HMM approach can also be used to 

infer LOH probabilities for paired normal and tumor samples (see Supplemental Results), 

unifying the LOH analysis for paired tumor/normal and unpaired tumor samples. 

 

At higher SNP densities, where the haplotype structure of the human genome becomes relevant, 

an approach that considers the dependence among multiple SNPs in a region of LD is necessary 

in addition to the LD-HMM. We used a haplotype correction that compared regions of inferred 

putative LOH to a set of reference normal samples to reduced false LOH inference. This method 

works best if the reference samples have similar haplotypes to the tumor sample. Use of 

reference samples from a different ethnic group tends not to decrease the sensitivity of the 

method, but can substantially decrease its specificity. 

 

False designation of regions of LOH due to allelic imbalance may lead to paradoxical results, 

with recurrently amplified oncogenes seen as potential TSGs.  SNP arrays, by providing signal 

intensity along with genotyping data, allow such regions to be identified.  We can thus integrate 

these data to exclude regions of putative LOH with high copy numbers, as likely due to allelic 

imbalance.  At the interpretive level, our finding that LOH is often copy-neutral suggests that 

LOH and copy loss should be considered independently when predicting the presence of a TSG, 

and may best be used in conjoined analyses. 
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The ability to identify regions of LOH in tumors without paired normal DNA allows LOH 

mapping in the many model systems lacking paired normal DNA, including cell lines and 

xenografts. As such model systems are the platform for experiments aimed at understanding the 

biology of human tumors, it is critical that we understand their genetic relationship to real human 

tumors. As an example, among the prostate cancer samples, LOH at the NKX3.1 locus is more 

prevalent among real tumors and xenografts than among cell lines, LOH at the p53 locus is more 

prevalent among xenografts than among real tumors or cell lines, and LOH at the Rb locus is 

equally prevalent in all three groups (Figure 6). Larger sample numbers are required to see 

whether these differences are statistically significant. Such studies of the prevalence of regions of 

LOH across model systems compared to real tumors may indicate systematic faults in the ability 

of model systems to reflect in vivo cancer biology and guide the use and development of 

appropriate models based on genetic organization. 

 

SNP array analysis of cancer genomes provides a single platform for copy number and LOH 

analysis. As these arrays move to higher resolution (500K), accounting for the haplotype 

structure of the human genome in the analysis of these data will be of greater import.  The 

methods described herein, should be readily extensible to both the higher density arrays and to 

the increasingly detailed information describing the haplotype structure of the human genome.  

The software package, dChipSNP, is freely available at www.dchip.org. 

 

METHODS 

Tumor samples and paired normals. We used data from Early Access 10K, Mapping 10K and 

100K SNP arrays (Affymetrix) (referred to as 10K, 11K and 100K arrays respectively) 
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interrogating, respectively, 10,044; 11,555; and 116,204 SNP loci on all chromosomes except Y, 

with an average intermarker distance of 210 kb (11K array) and 23.6 kb (100K array) and 

average heterozygosity rate of 0.38 (11K array) and 0.27 (100K array) [7-9]. 10K array data 

from paired tumor/normal lung and breast cancer cell lines were previously published [6,15]. 

11K data was obtained from prostate tumors, cell lines, and xenografts.  100K data was obtained 

from prostate tumors, gliomas, and lung cancer cell lines, along with paired normal DNA from 

(respectively) seminal vesicles, normal brain, and EBV-transformed lymphocytes. Tumor DNA 

was isolated from frozen tissue having >90% tumor content. DNA preparation and genotyping 

were performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Insufficient DNA was available in the 

case of one prostate tumor, four EBV-transformed lymphocytes, and the paired normal for one 

glioma. In these cases 20 ng of DNA was subjected to whole genome amplification [29] using 

the REPLI-g kit (Qiagen).  

 

Reference normal samples. The heterozygosity rates for each SNP and the dependence 

information between the genotypes of neighboring SNPs were estimated from sets of normal 

samples; the haplotype correction was also performed against separate sets of normal samples 

(see Supplemental Methods). All these reference samples were from individuals unrelated to the 

tumor samples under evaluation. The estimated parameters are stored in genome information 

files available from the dChip website. 

 

Observed LOH calls from paired normal and tumor samples. dChipSNP [12,28] was used to 

read CEL and TXT files containing the probe intensities and genotype calls (heterozygous AB, 

homozygous AA or BB, or missing genotype “No Call”) [30]. The paired normal and tumor data 
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were combined to make LOH calls for each SNP marker: loss (AB in normal, AA or BB in 

tumor), retention (AB in normal and tumor, or No Call in normal and AB in tumor), 

noninformative (AA or BB in normal, and the same genotype or No Call in tumor) or conflict 

(e.g. AA in normal, and AB or BB in tumor). A HMM was used to infer copy numbers at each 

SNP position from the probe level intensity data of the SNP arrays [15]. The positions of the 

SNP markers, genes, and cytobands were based on Affymetrix annotation files 

(www.affymetrix.com) and the UCSC human genome assembly (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). 
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TABLES 

Table 1. The number and proportion of SNP markers in the 100K validation dataset with LOSS 

or RET in tumor/normal pairs (LOH states were assigned to noninformative markers to agree 

with the nearest flanking informative markers), inferred as LOSS or RET by the basic HMM and 

HC/LD-HMM applied to the unpaired tumors. 

 
Basic HMM HC/LD-HMM 

 
LOSS RET LOSS RET 

LOSS 

(171407) 

170190 

(99.3%) 

1217 

(0.7%) 

169129 

(98.7%) 

2278 

(1.3%) Tumor/normal 

pairs RET 

(702157) 

42417 

(6.0%) 

659740 

(94.0%) 

4791 

(0.7%) 

697366 

(99.3%) 
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Table 2. Percentage of LOH regions, identified in analysis of 100K data from tumor/normal 

pairs, that were also identified by the HC/LD-HMM applied to unpaired tumors, by size of 

region and the number of SNPs probed. 
 

Size of region 

Number of 

regions (per cent 

of total) 

Number of 

informative SNPs 

(mean ± sd)* 

Proportion identified 

by tumor only 

≤ 1 54 (20.4%) 5.5 ± 4.4 40.7% 

1 – 3 43 (16.2%) 10.2 ± 7.3 65.1% 

3-10 46 (17.4%) 31 ± 23 91.3% 

> 10 122 (46.0%) 437 ± 412 100% 

By Mb 

All 265 (100%) 210 ± 350 80.8% 

1 – 40 48 (18.1%) 4.6 ± 2.6 25.0% 

40 – 100 42 (15.8%) 9.3 ± 5.6 71.4% 

100+ 175 (66.0%) 314 ± 392 98.3% 

By number 

of SNPs 

All 265 (100%) 210 ± 350 80.8% 

 

*”sd” represents standard deviation 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
 

Figure 1. The elements comprising the HMM for LOH inference. Unobserved LOH states 

(LOSS or RET) of SNP markers generate observed genotype calls via emission probabilities. 

The solid arrows indicate the transition probabilities between LOH states, and the dashed arrows 

indicate LD-induced dependencies between consecutive SNP genotypes. 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of empirically determined LOH transition probabilities (circles) to 

transition probabilities predicted by Equation 1 (black line) between retained loci (top panel) and 

loss loci (bottom panel). 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of HMM-based LOH inferred from unpaired tumors to observed LOH 

based on tumor/normal pairs. A) Results from 10K SNP array data. Each column represents a 

sample, with SNP markers from chromosome 10 displayed from the p terminus (top) to the q 

terminus (bottom) (not all markers are displayed at this resolution). Tumor/normal observations 

(left panel) represent direct comparisons of tumor to normal genotypes. Here, SNP markers 

observed as having undergone LOH are indicated in blue, retention is shown in yellow, and 

noninformative SNPs are indicated in grey. Inferences from unpaired tumor data represent the 

probability of each SNP having undergone LOH, as made by the basic HMM (middle panel) and 

HC/LD-HMM (right panel). Here, a high probability of LOH (LOSS) is also indicated in blue, a 

high probability of retention (RET) is indicated in yellow, and indeterminate SNPs with an 

almost equal probability of either state are indicated in white.  Occasionally, regions that are 

noninformative in the tumor/normal comparison are falsely inferred as LOH by the basic HMM 

in the unpaired data (red arrows); some of these false regions are corrected by the HC/LD-HMM 
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(green arrows). B) Results from 100K SNP array data. Panels are shown as in A.  Data from 

chromosome 21 are shown to highlight the detection of false LOH in the analysis of unpaired 

tumor data, and are not representative of the frequency of true LOH events in this sample set. 

Almost all of regions falsely inferred as LOH by the basic HMM are correctly inferred by the 

HC/LD-HMM. The blue arrows indicate a region of true LOH, which is correctly identified by 

both the basic and HC/LD-HMM. 

 

Figure 4. Accounting for linkage disequilibrium by the LD-HMM significantly reduces false 

LOH inferences from data obtained at high marker density. A) Inferences from the basic HMM 

applied to 100K SNP array data are shown for chromosome 4 in normal samples. Data are shown 

as in Figure 3. B) The genotypes of one region of falsely inferred LOH reveal a region of linkage 

disequilibrium (dashed red box), also identified by the HapMap project. The sample in column D 

contains one haplotype, the samples in columns E−K contain another haplotype, and the samples 

in columns A−C are heterozygous. C) Improved LOH inferences after application of the LD-

HMM. 

 

Figure 5. The proportion (y-axis) of the LOH (blue) or retention (red) markers observed from 

normal/tumor pairs in the 10K data, categorized by the inferred copy number at the same SNP 

markers (x-axis).  

 

Figure 6. Inferred LOH in prostate cancer samples identifies regions of LOH known to be 

frequent in prostate cancer. The mean LOH probability across 34 prostate cancer samples is 

plotted along the left for all chromosomes. Peak regions of LOH are noted, and data from 
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chromosomes 8, 13, and 17 are highlighted on the right. These data are displayed as in Figure 3. 

Note that in this view, SNPs are visualized proportional to physical distance along the 

chromosome and most SNPs are not projected due to proximity to their neighbors. The red 

dotted lines indicate the approximate chromosomal positions of putative TSGs.  
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